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1. INTRODUCTION
w x w xMarkin 8 and Nadler 9 initiated the study of fixed point theorems for
w xmultivalued mappings. Assad and Kirk 2 employed these techniques and
gave sufficient condition for non-self multivalued mapping to have a fixed
w xpoint. Itoh 4 extended these results for generalized contraction. Subse-
w xquently Khan 6 employed these techniques and obtained some results for
a pair of such mappings.
In this paper we study some fixed point theorems for a pair of multival-
ued and single valued mappings satisfying the generalised contractive
condition and using the weak commutativity and compatibility conditions
w xgiven by Hadzic and Gajic 3 . Some related results are also obtained.
2. PRELIMINARIES
 . w xLet X, d be a metric space. Then following Nadler 9 , we define
 .  . i CB X s A : A is a non-empty closed and bounded subset of
4X .
 .  4C X s A : A is a non-empty compact subset of X .
 .  4BN X s A : A is non-empty bounded subset of X .
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 .ii For non-empty subsets of A and B of X, and x g X
 .   . 4D A, B s inf d a, b : a g A, b g B .
 . w  . 4   . 4xH A, B s max. sup D a, B : a g A , sup D A, b : b g B .
 .   . 4d A, B s sup d a, b : a g A, b g B .
 .   . 4d x, A s inf d x, a : a g A .
 w x.  .It is well known Kuratowski 7 that CB X is a metric space with the
  . .distance function H and CB X , H is a complete metric space in the
 .event that X, d is complete.
w xFollowing Assad and Kirk 2 , we recall the following.
 .DEFINITION 2.1. A metric space X, d is said to be metrically convex if
 .  .for any x, y g X with x / y there exists z g X x / y / z such that
d x , z q d z , y s d x , y . .  .  .
Further, if K is a non-empty closed subset of X and x g K, y f K, then
 .there exists a point z g ­ K the boundary of K such that
d x , z q d z , y s d x , y . .  .  .
w x w xThe following lemmas are borrowed from Rus 10 and Khan 6 .
 .LEMMA 2.2. Let A g CB X and 0 - u - 1 be gi¨ en. Then for e¨ery
 .  .  .x g A, there exists a g A such that d x, a G ud x, A and d x, a G
 .u H x, A .
 .LEMMA 2.3. For any x g X, and any A, B in CB X ,
< <d x , A y d x , B F H A , B . .  .  .
LEMMA 2.4. For any x, y in X and A : X,
< <d x , A y d y , A F d x , y . .  .  .
DEFINITION 2.5. Let K be a non-empty closed subset of a metric space
 .  .X, d . A mapping F: K ª CB X is said to be continuous at x g K if0
 .for any « ) 0, there exists a d ) 0 such that H Fx, Fx - « , whenever0
 .d x, x - d . If F is continuous at every point of K, we say that F is0
continuous at K.
In an attempt to extend the concepts of weak commutativity of Sessa
w x w x11 and compatibility of Jungck 5 for non-self multivalued mappings,
w xHadzic and Gajic 3 introduced the following.
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 .DEFINITION 2.6. Let K be a non-empty subset of a metric space X, d ,
 .  4F: K ª CB X and T : K ª X. Then the pair F, T is said to be weakly
commuting if for every x, y in K such that x g Fy and Ty g K,
d Tx , FTy F d Ty , Fy . .  .
 .DEFINITION 2.7. Let K be a non-empty subset of a metric space X, d ,
 .  4F: K ª CB X and T : K ª X. Then the pair F, T is said to be
 4compatible if for every sequence x from K and from the relationn
 .lim d Fx , Tx s 0 and Tx g K, it follows thatnª` n n n
lim d Ty , FTy s 0, for every sequence .n n
nª`
 4y from K such that y g Fx .n n n
For K s X and F single valued, Definitions 2.6 and 2.7 reduce to those
w x w xof Sessa 11 and Jungck 5 , respectively.
w xMotivated from Khan 6 , we introduce the following:
DEFINITION 2.8. Let K be a non-empty closed subset of a metric space
 .  .X, d . Let F: K ª CB X and T : K ª X. Then F is said to be gener-
 .alised T-contraction of K into CB X if there exist non-negative reals
a , b , g with a q 2b q 2g - 1 such that for all x, y g K,
H Fx , Fy F a d Tx , Ty q b d Tx , Fx q d Ty , Fy 4 .  .  .  .
q g d Tx , Fy q d Ty , Fx . ) 4 .  .  .
Similarly, we define the generalised T-contraction mapping of K into
 .CB X .
DEFINITION 2.9. If K, F, and T have the same meaning as in Defini-
 .tion 2.8, then F is generalised T-contractive mapping of K into CB X if
there exists non-negative reals a , b , g with 0 - 2a q 2b q 4g F 1 such
 .that for any x, y in X with x / y, the inequality ) holds.
Remark. If F is single valued mapping then we simply say that F is a
 .generalised T-contraction T-contractive mapping of K into X.
3. RESULTS
Now, we prove the following:
 .THEOREM 3.1. Let X, d be a complete and metrically con¨ex metric
space, K a non-empty closed subset of X. If F is a generalised T-contraction
 .  . . mapping of K into CB X satisfying a q b q g 1 q b q g r 1 y b y
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.2g - 1, and
 .I ­ K : TK, FK : TK ; Tx g ­ K « Fx : K,
 .  4II F, T is a weakly commuting pair,
 .III T is continuous on K,
then there exists a point z in K such that z s Tz g Fz.
 . .  .2Proof. If u s a q b q g 1 q b q g r 1 y b y g s 0, then the
theorem holds trivially. Thus without loss of generality we assume u ) 0.
 4  4We construct the sequences x and y in the following way.n n
Let x g ­ K. Then there exists a point x g K such that x s Tx as0 0
­ K : TK. From Tx g ­ K and the implication Tx g ­ K « Fx : K, we0
conclude that Fx g K l FK : TK. Let x g K be such that y s Tx g0 1 1 1
Fx : K. Since y g Fx there exists a point y g Fx such that0 1 0 2 1
1 y b y g
d y , y F H Fx , Fx q u . .  .1 2 0 1  /1 q b q g
Suppose y g K. Then y g K l FK : TK which implies that there2 2
exists a x g K such that y s Tx . Suppose y f K. Then there exists a2 2 2 2
point q g K such that
d Tx , q q d q , y s d Tx , y . .  .  .1 2 1 2
Since q g ­ K : TK, there exists a point x g K such that q s Tx and so2 2
d Tx , Tx q d Tx , y s d Tx , y . .  .  .1 2 2 2 1 2
Let y g Fx be such that3 2
1 y b y g
2d y , y F H Fx , Fx q u . .  .2 3 1 2  /1 q b q g
 4Thus repeating the foregoing arguments, we obtain two sequences x andn
 4y such thatn
 .I 9 y s Fx ,nq1 n
 .  .II 9 y g K « y s Tx or y f K « Tx g ­ K and d Tx , Txn n n n n ny1 n
 .  .q d Tx , y s d Tx , y ,n n ny1 n
 .  .  .  .  ..III 9 d y , y F H Fx , Fx q 1 yb yg r 1 qb qgn nq 1 ny 1 n
u n.
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We denote
 4P s Tx g Tx : Tx s y ,i n i i
 4Q s Tx g Tx : Tx / y .i n i i
 4Obviously two consecutive terms of Tx cannot lie in Q. We consider then
following three cases:
 .Case 1. If Tx , Tx g P = P thenn nq1
d Tx , Tx .n nq1
s d y , y .n nq1
1 y b y g
nF H Fx , Fx q u .ny1 n  /1 q b q g
F a d Tx , Tx q b d Tx , Fx q d Tx , Fx .  .  .ny1 n ny1 ny1 n n
1 y b y g
nq g d Tx , Fx q d Tx , Fx q u .  .ny1 n n ny1  /1 q b q g
F a d Tx , Tx q b d Tx , Tx q d Tx , Tx .  .  .ny1 n ny1 n n nq1
1 y b y g
nq g d Tx , Tx q d Tx , Tx q u .  .ny1 nq1 n n  /1 q b q g
which on using the triangle inequality, gives
a q b q g u n
d Tx , Tx F d Tx , Tx q . .  .n nq1 ny1 n /1 y b y g 1 q b q g
 .  .Case 2. If Tx , Tx g P = Q, then by II 9, we obtainn nq1
d Tx , Tx F d Tx , y s d y , y .  .  .n nq1 n nq1 n nq1
and like Case 1, we have
a q b q g u n
d Tx , Tx F d Tx , Tx q . .  .n nq1 ny1 n /1 y b y g 1 q b q g
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 .Case 3. If Tx , Tx g Q = P, then Tx s y . Hencen nq1 ny1 ny1
d Tx , Tx .n nq1
F d Tx , y q d y , y .  .n n n nq1
1 y b y g
nF d Tx , y q H Fx , Fx q u .  .n n ny1 n  /1 q b q g
F d Tx , y q a d Tx , Tx q b d Tx , Fx .  .  .n n ny1 n ny1 ny1
qd Tx , Fx q g d Tx , Fx q d Tx , Fx .  .  .n n ny1 n n ny1
1 y b y g
nq u /1 q b q g
F d Tx , y q a d Tx , Tx q b d Tx , y .  .  .n n ny1 n ny1 n
qd Tx , Tx q g d Tx , Tx q d Tx , y .  .  .n nq1 ny1 nq1 n n
1 y b y g
nq u /1 q b q g
F 1 q g d Tx , y q a q g d Tx , Tx .  .  .  .n n ny1 n
q b q g d Tx , Tx q bd Tx , y .  .  .n nq1 ny1 n
1 y b y g
nq u . /1 q b q g
 .  .  .Since d Tx , Tx q d Tx , y s d Tx , y and 0 - a - 1, we canny1 n n n ny1 n
write
d Tx , Tx F 1 q g d Tx , y q bd Tx , y .  .  .  .n nq1 ny1 n ny1 n
1 y b y g
nq b q g d Tx , Tx q u .  .n nq1  /1 q b q g
which yields
1 q b q g 1 y b y g
nd Tx , Tx F d Tx , y q u . .  .n nq1 ny1 n /  /1 y b y g 1 q b q g
Since Tx s y , as in Case 2, we obtainny1 ny1
a q b q g u ny1
d Tx , Tx F d Tx , Tx q . .  .ny1 n ny2 ny1 /1 y b y g 1 q b q g
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Combining the foregoing two inequalities, we obtain
a q b q g 1 q b q g .  .
d Tx , Tx F d Tx , Tx .  .n nq1 ny2 ny121 y b y g .
u ny1 u n
q q .
1 y b y g 1 q b q g
Thus, in any case, we have
u n¡
u d Tx , Tx q , or .n ny1 1 q b q g~d Tx , Tx F .n nq1 ny1 nu u
u d Tx , Tx q q . .ny2 ny1¢ 1 y b y g 1 q b q g
w x  4Now, proceeding on the lines of Itoh 4 , we can show that Tx is an
Cauchy sequence and so converges to some point z in X.
 4Thus, there exists a subsequence x such that each term Tx is in P,n nk k
i.e., y s Tx s Fx y 1.n n nk k k
For convenience, we denote Tx as Tx . Since T is continuous, then nk
 4sequence TTx converges to Tz. Thus using the weak commutativity of Fn
and T , we have
Tx g Fx l K and Tx g K ,n ny1 ny1
so
d TTx , FTx F d Fx , Tx .  .n ny1 ny1 ny1
F d Tx , Tx . .n ny1
On letting n ª `, we get
d Tz , FTx ª 0. .ny1
Now, consider
d TTx , Fz F d TTx , FTx q H FTx , Fz .  .  .n n ny1 ny1
F d TTx , FTx q a d TTx , Tz .  .n ny1 ny1
q b d TTx , FTx q d Tz , Fz .  .ny1 ny1
q g d TTx , Fz q d Tz , FTx , .  .ny1 ny1
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and on letting n ª `, we get
d Tz , FTx ª 0. .ny1
Now, consider
d TTx , Fz F d TTx , FTx q H FTx , Fz .  .  .n n ny1 ny1
F d TTx , FTx q a d TTx , Tz .  .n ny1 ny1
q b d TTx , FTx q d Tz , Fz .  .ny1 ny1
q g d TTx , Fz q d Tz , FTx , .  .ny1 ny1
and on letting n ª `, we get
d Tz , Fz F b q g d Tz , Fz .  .  .
giving thereby Tz g Fz, as Fz is closed.
Now, consider
d Tx , Tz .n
F H Fx , Fz .ny1
F a d Tx , Tz q b d Tx , Fx q d Tz , Fz .  .  .ny1 ny1 ny1
q g d Tx , Fz q d Tz , Fx .  .ny1 ny1
F a d Tx , Tz q b d Tx , Tx q d Tz , Fz .  .  .ny1 ny1 n
q g d Tx , Tz q d Tz , Tx . .  .ny1 n
On letting n ª `, we get
d z , Tz F a q 2g d z , Tz . .  .  .
This gives z s Tz.
Thus we have proved that z s Tz g Fz.
This completes the proof.
We also prove the following result.
THEOREM 3.2. Let F and T be the same as defined in Theorem 3.1. If
 .  .conditions II and III are replaced by
 .  4II 0 F, T is a compatible pair,
 .III 0 F and T are continuous on K,
then there exists a point z in K such that Tz g Fz.
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 4Proof. Proceeding as in Theorem 3.1, we have that the sequence Txn
is Cauchy and therefore converges to some point z in K. So, as argued
 4there, there exists a subsequence Tx in P, i.e., y s Tx . Again, forn n nk k k
convenience we denote Tx as Tx .n nk
Now, we use the compatibility of F, T to show that Tz g Fz. Since
Tx g Fx l K and Tx g K, we haven ny1 ny1
d Fx , Tx F d Tx , Tx ª 0 as n ª `. .  .ny1 ny1 n ny1
 4  .It follows from the compatibility of F, T that lim d TTx , FTx snª` n ny1
0, from the inequality
d TTx , Fz F d TTx , FTx q H FTx , Fz . .  .  .n n ny1 ny1
Since F is H-continuous and T is continuous, on letting n ª ` it follows
 .that d Tz, Fz s 0 giving thereby Tz g Fz as Fz is closed. This completes
the proof.
w xOur next theorem generalises Theorem 2 of Itoh 4 for a pair of
w xmultivalued mappings, and also a fixed point theorem of Assad 1 .
 .THEOREM 3.3. Let X, d be a complete metrically con¨ex metric space
and K a non-empty compact subset of X. Let F be a generalised T-contracti¨ e
 .  . .  .2mapping of K into CB X . If a q b q g 1 q b q g r 1 y b y g - 1,
 .  .F is continuous, and conditions I and III of Theorem 3.1 hold, then there
exists a point z in K such that z s Tz g Fz.
 4Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we construct the sequences xn
 4  4and y . Let Tx be the subsequence whose each element is in P, i.e.,n nk
y s Tx . For convenience, we denote Tx as Tx .n n n nk k kq  .  .  .Let f : K ª R the non-negative reals be defined as f x s d Tx, Fx .
Then using Lemma 2.3, Lemma 2.4, and the continuity of T and F, we
have for x, y g K
< < < < < <f x y f y F d Tx , Fx y d Ty , Fx q d Ty , Fx y d Ty , Fy .  .  .  .  .  .
F d Tx , Ty q H Fx , Fy . .  .
Thus f is continuous on the compact subset K. Let z g K such that
 .   . 4 w xf z s inf f z : z g K . Then proceeding as in Theorem 3.4 of Khan 6 ,
 .  .  .we can show that f z s 0. Thus 0 s f z s d Tz, Fz giving thereby
Tz g Fz as Fz is closed.
 4  4  4Again, if we take the subsequence Tx of Tx such that Tx : Q,n n nk k
i.e., Tx f K, then z f K. For convenience we again denote Tx as Tx .n n nk k
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Then by Definition 1.1, we have that for each n s 1, 2, . . . , there exists
 .  .  .q g ­ K such that d Tx , q q d q , z s d Tx , z . As K is compact,n n n n n
 .  .  .F q : K and there exist Lemma 2.2 ª w g F q such thatn n
d Tx , w F H Tz , Fy q « . .  .n n n
 4We also assume that q converges to some point p in ­ K. Then again onn
w xthe lines of Theorem 3.4 of Khan 6 we can show that
1 q b q g
f q - f z y 2« . .  . /1 y b y g
 .Now choose u g K such that Tu g F q satisfying the condition0
 .  .  .d Tq , Fq s d Tq , Tu . As f z ) 0, we note that Tu / Tq . Then fol-0 0 0 0
w x  .  .lowing Khan 6 we obtain f u - f z contradicting the minimality of z.
 .Hence f z s 0 and as Fz is a closed subset of X, we find that Tz g Fz.
Now,
d Tx , Fz F H Fx , Fz .  .n ny1
F a d Tx , Tz q b d Tx , Fx q d Tz , Fz .  .  .ny1 ny1 ny1
q g d Tx , Fz q d Tz , Fx .  .ny1 ny1
F a d Tx , Tz q b d Tx , Tx q d Tz , Fz .  .  .ny1 ny1 n
q g d Tx , Tz q d Tz , Tx . .  .ny1 n
On letting n ª `, we get
d z , Tz F a q 2g d z , Tz .  .  .
which implies that z s Tz.
Thus we have shown that z s Tz g Fz. This completes the proof.
Now we prove two results concerning unique common fixed points of a
pair of weakly commuting mappings defined on a non-empty complete
 .subset of a metric space not necessarily metrically convex . We also prove
that the mappings involved do not satisfy any boundary conditions.
THEOREM 3.4. Let K be a non-empty complete subset of a metric space
 .  .X, d . Let F: K ª CB X and T : K ª X be such that
d Fx , Gy F a d Tx , Ty q b d Tx , Fx q d Ty , Fy .  .  .  .
q g d Tx , Gy q d Ty , Fx , .  .
 .  .where a , b , g G 0, a q 2b q 2g - 1, and conditions I ] III of Theorem
3.1 hold. Then F and T ha¨e a unique common fixed point.
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 .1r2Proof. Let us put u s a q 2b q 2g . Then u is positive. Define
the single valued mapping F such that F x g Fx for all x, y g K and1 1
d Tx , F x G ud Tx , Fx , for all x g K . .  .1
Our choice of F is justified by Lemma 3.2. Further, in view of conditions1
 .  .  4I ] III of Theorem 3.1, F , T is weakly commuting and the range of T1
contains the range of F . Now, we get1
d F x , F y F d Fx , Gy .  .1 1
y1 y1F a d Tx , Ty q b u d Tx , F x q u d Ty , F y .  .  .1 1
y1 y1q g u d Tx , F y q u d Ty , F x . .  .1 1
y1 . y1 .  .As u 2b q 2g q a F u a q 2b q 2g F a q 2b q 2g - 1, and
w xK is complete, proceeding on the lines of Theorem 1 of Wong 12 it
follows that T and F have a unique common fixed point, say z in K. Now1
consider
0 s d z , F z G ud z , Fz , .  .1
 .which shows that d z, Fz s 0 giving thereby that z s Tz g Fz. This
completes the proof.
The foregoing method of proof of Theorem 3.4 can also be used to
prove the following.
THEOREM 3.5. Let K be a non-empty complete subset of a metric space
 .  .X, d . Let F: K ª BN X and T : K ª X be such that
d Fx , Fy F a d Tx , Ty q b H Tx , Fx q H Ty , Gy .  .  .  .
q g H Tx , Fy q H Ty , Fx , .  .
 .  .where a q 2b q 2g - 1, a , b , g G 0, and conditions I ] III of Theorem
3.1 hold. Then F and T ha¨e a unique common fixed point.
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